
Certification:

Course Completion Exam applies 
towards the following credentials:

 • Certified AWA Operator

Overview:

This self-paced, 6-hour eLearning course is all about the long-
forgotten team member: the Operator. Oftentimes, this integral role is 
overlooked—they are not prioritized as training targets (no time!) but 
are essential to running successful workflows. What is the difference 
between cancel and cancel recursive? What are the implications of 
an abended job and blocked workflows? How can I tell what an Event 
object is doing? All of these questions and more are answered to give 
your team a first handle on how to actually keep your environment 
running smoothly. It includes practical examples of use.

Target Group:

Users who monitor and report on running jobs, events and workflows.

Prerequisites:

 • ONE Automation Foundations

AWA Operations Foundations 
(eLearning)



Outline:

 • Comprehensive presentation of principles of operations   

  management: (1) Observe (2) Analyze (3) act

 • Presentation of the Process Monitoring Perspective and   

  Widget

 • Defining core concepts and actions: Task, status, object type,   

  cancellation, deactivation, executions

 • Identifying the components of a Task: Object type, execution   

  type, status

 • Managing basic object Tasks

 • Managing Schedule objects

 • Managing recurring executions

 • Managing other objects like Sync and Events

 • Understanding actions and how they are used

 • Full description and use in context of 27 actions

Next recommended classes:

 » AWA Design 1

With the aim of creating solutions perfectly tailored to clients’ needs, Automic has been sharing its insights, best practices and expertise 
through its training center, Automic University, for over 30 years. Training and certification courses combine theory with real-world case 
studies.They cover: • The full range of Automic’s software solutions: the Automation Engine, ONE Automation, Application Manager, Dollar 
Universe, Sysload, Streamcore, and many more • All IT best practices and reference material: ITIL®, PRINCE2®, COBIT®, CMMI, DevOps, Lean IT 
and Cloud – using a variety of innovative teaching tools, such as the Automic edition of the well-known board game Trivial Pursuit™ (there are 
six editions, each dedicated to a different information system). Our training combines education with operational experience, as it is given by 
experienced consultants from Automic’s Professional Services department as well as from consultancy firm Automic Consulting.. 
www.automicuniversity.com


